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About This Game

You are Miss Bauxmont, the heiress to the Bauxmont estate. With your mother always away on business trips, you find yourself
infatuated with your personal butler. For several years, you have vied for his attention, but to no avail. However, you are now 17

and your mother has plans for you involving a certain suitor who has come into town.

What will your future hold on the chessboard?

---

Estimated Gameplay Time: 45 minutes - 1 hour

FEATURES:
-5 Endings

-Main Character Name Input
-Love Interest (Butler) Name Input

-Full English Voice Over
-Original Soundtrack by Christopher Escalante

CHARACTERS:
_____ Bauxmont - YOU! You are the heiress to the Bauxmont estate. Raised by the servants, you've been very sheltered and

have grown quite fond of Sophie, your personal maid, and your butler.
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_____ the Butler (CV: Bradley Gareth) - Your Love Interest! Your personal butler whom you can't get out of your mind. After
years of vying for his attention with no success, will you ever be able to obtain his love?

Sophie the Maid (CV: Michaela Laws) - Your best friend and personal maid! She is a silly maid who loves to spoil you and
make you happy on top of making sure your fit for royalty. However, with guests, she is very straightforward and polite; almost

a complete 180 switch.

Lady Bauxmont (CV: Hayden Daviau) - Your mother and current holder of the Bauxmont estate. She is strict and businesslike,
not truly caring about love, but about the future. She is harsh with you, but for good reason.

Isaac Newport (CV: Jonah Scott) - A new suitor. He is gentle and fun, but he's not really the type to have romance. He's merely
the type of guy who wants to care for someone like a little sister.
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Hate to do this but I have to give a negative review. Game was glitched when I first bought it awhile back. It would spawn me in
the floor. Now it wont even let me play saying the game is "not entitled" almost like I haven't purchased it. No one seems to
know how to fix this and Im not buying this game again. If anyone knows how to fix this please let me know.. THIS is now my
favorite and best game i have EVER played. I totally recommend finishing the entire game. It gave me a good laugh, really fun
if you keep an open mind. Need a decent machine to run it without it looking like crap though.. I give this a thumbs up because,
as others have said, the story is interesting, the settings are good and the voice acting better however it is marred by the
repetitive train travel, although the expresses help a lot here, a clunky interface requiring you to drop icons on characters to
converse (!), action hot spots which are far too hard to find and the pretty terrible dance mini-game dynamics. I know I could
replay and improve in some areas but the painful parts don't bear repeating, which is a shame. Steam achievements wouldn't go
astray, either. It's still worth grabbing it when it's on sale if you have nothing better lined up, for it's good parts. Overall, 5/10
and a missed opportunity for something much better.. I reallly enjoyed playing this game. It was fun, full of story, and very fun
to watch. I feel like this story might of been better if it had more backstory and was longer. However., I still had tons of fun
playing this game! 10/10 :D. Another chance to throw money at these awesome devs... oh, and the soundtrack is great too.. Very
fun, very easy to learn simplistic strategy game.

As a strategy aficionado (snob), I don't write reviews often, but when I do, I must really like or really hate the game.

Judging by the "Reccomended" status of this review, I assume you already know that I really like this game.
Very fun to pick up and play, and put it down whenever you like, easy, painless, and very easy to figure out too!

Sadly, this game does have flaws, like how there are places you can't conquer, which is something in strategy games I don't
really enjoy, I like being able to expand my empire to every corner of the globe, but the unconquerable sections are easily
forgiven.
Also, I would really really love to see online multiplayer in this, that would make this extremely fun, and could make for some
intense matches!

All in all, I'd give this game a 9/10

Quick, Painless, Fun, and it looks pretty nice too!. Perfect little puzzle
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If you're looking for a reason to dislike this game then you came to the wrong place. I just found it boring and dry. Combat
takes forever, characters talk for eons, (I personally don't like Visual novel format), easy to find the traitor so there is no
tension. I mean it's not the worst thing in the world. Just not something I want to spend my time on personally. Therefore, I do
not recommend this game.. Poor man's Diablo II...I'll settle for no less than the real thing!. the game is phenomenal almost looks
great. except the metallic paint it doesnt shine or reflect light after 1 or 2 seconds after you spray. and there seems to be in issue
with taking 360 photos in game. your headset goes black and the image doesnt save. you have to restart the game. The camera is
not controlled by wasd or arrow button and there's no buttons is on rotating the camera. A short but extremely frustrating
headache-inducing eye-straining hell of a game. I liek.. Ok so first off is the fact that I really wanted to love this game, but
FreezeMe just doesn't feel natrual because of the camera when it's on automatic, but, if you put it on manual it is very good.
Personaly I never liked Banjo-Kazooe very much. Even I found great fun when playing this game.

The level desing is ok, but you need to have manual camera on and allways make sure to look around and observe your
enviroment. The levels have some secrets which I like in games.

Overall I would say it is worth trying even if you didn't like games such as "Banjo-Kazooe". It is about an 8.4/10 as long as you
have the camera on manual. This game is a very good game for the price!. Night Trap has never been better. Nice.. The game
runs in a tiny window with extremally low resolution and no way to adjust the window size or resolution. Menues and interface
is something from a scary past. Interesting idea, but total crap design. Not recommended. Don't waste your money.
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